Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION 1
In many real-world problems, which are dynamic in nature, fitness function changes over time. In such cases, due to dynamic changes in the search space, conventional evolutionary algorithms are not applicable. To be more specific, an algorithm can tackle such problems if it is capable of identifying changes in the environment and finding new optimum solutions [1] . In this regard, different methods such as maintenance diversity, increased diversity, memory-based and multi-swarm methods are proposed for solving dynamic AUTHORS INFO optimization problems [2] . In this research, the main focus is on a hybrid method of maintenance diversity and multi-swarm. Evolutionary algorithms such as genetic algorithm [3] , differential evolution [4] , artificial immune system [5, 6] , and ant colony optimization make these methods applicable for solving dynamic optimization problems by appropriate mechanisms.
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm has gained a significant attraction due to its simplicity and efficiency [8] . In addition, different versions of PSO are applied in dynamic environments. In the multi-swarm algorithm proposed by [9] , parents maintain diversity and identify promising regions while offspring searches local areas to find local optima. In recent years, because of their satisfying results, multi-swarm algorithms, in which the particles are clustered into search groups, have got significant attention. Partly, focus of the recent works has been concentrated on methods and types of particles grouping. Recently, a new promising method based on cellular automata is proposed by Hashemi et al. for partitioning the solution space into cells [10, 11] . In this paper, two mechanisms are proposed to maintain the diversity in cellular PSO. In the first one, clustering is used to form sub-swarms in each cell instead of searching the whole cell in order to speed up the search, whereas the second mechanism, local search is applied in each cell to improve the quality of solutions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the cellular PSO is introduced briefly. The proposed method is discussed in section 3. Section 4, provides the simulation results for static standard benchmark and dynamic environment. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.
II. CELLULAR PSO
The original PSO, introduced in 1990s, is based on swarm behaviour. In PSO, each solution is considered as a particle which represents a single bird in a swarm. Initially, the particles are created and positioned randomly within the search space. Afterwards, each particle is updated iteratively according to the best observed value for personal and global fitness to reach optimal fitness [12] .
In Cellular PSO, the search space is partitioned and a cellular automaton (CA) is fitted to the partitioned space to maintain diversity and provide an appropriate search on the space. Each cell in the CA searches and controls its corresponding region according to some predefined rules. Each particle is assigned to a cell based on its position in the space with search procedure being performed separately for each cell and its neighbours by using the PSO. This search method provides enough diversity as well as the ability to follow multiple optimum solutions. In addition, neighbouring cells communicate information about their best known solutions which results in a more appropriate cooperation between neighbouring cells for sharing their experiences. This in turn increases efficiency of the algorithm [11] .
During each iteration of the algorithm, velocity, and position of the particles are updated according to the equations below:
Where vi is the velocity of the i th particle and pi is its position. r1 and r2 are uniformly distributed random variables in (0,1), while c1 and c2 are the learning parameters which are usually considered as equal. w represents the inertia weight which may be constant or variable. pBesti denotes the best known solution for the i th particle and lBestMemk is the best known solution of k th cell neighbour to which particle i belongs.
One major drawback of cellular PSO is that the number of cells increases exponentially as dimension of the problem and/or the number of the partitions increase. Moreover, it is not possible to change the number of cells during runtime. To overcome the problem of fixed number of cells, clustering is used to dynamically create groups in each cell whenever needed. By application of the clustering technique, it would be unnecessary to increase the number of cells in order to obtain a more precise search. Therefore, exponential increase in the number of cells is prevented. Furthermore, a local search procedure is applied for solution improvement.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In cellular PSO, a CA is used for solution space partitioning. CA is known as a mathematical model of systems with several simple components which have local interactions. Using the local rules on CA, an ordered structure may be obtained from a completely random state. In CA, two wellknown neighborhood structures of Von Neumann and Moore are utilized as Figure 1 . In the proposed method, after partitioning the space into cells, clustering is generally applied to form groups of particles on which local search is applied during the cellular PSO procedure. In this algorithm each cell contains some groups, which are considered as multiswarm having Moore neighbourhood structure.
Velocity of particles in each swam are updated as follows:
Where Ci Bbest gives the best position in the neighbor for cell i. The velocity of swarm is defined by (4):
Moreover, the velocities of particles are updated in each case by equation (5) .
In the proposed algorithm, after each change a local search is performed for each swarm which increases the efficiency of the algorithm,. The local search is applied to the C Best of each cell. The overall process includes definition of a magnitude and a direction of movement for each dimension to determine magnitude and direction of the search in that dimension. Moving in each dimension according to the specified magnitude and direction, fitness is calculated for the obtained position and the current position is substituted by the obtained one if improved. Otherwise, the movement direction is reversed in that dimension and a new direction is followed there. An update is implemented when the fitness is improved performing the latter action, and if not, magnitude of movement is decreased and the process begins for the next dimension. The whole procedure is performed for all dimensions until further improvement becomes impossible in all dimensions for a given movement and the minimum magnitude of movement is reached in all dimensions.
According to what discussed above, the proposed algorithm can be considered as the following steps: In the algorithm above, when particles in a group converge to a point, the group becomes inactive and its particles are used as free particles for finding better solutions in other groups of the cell or within the neighbor cells. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Static Environments
In the first experiment, the algorithm is performed on static standard benchmark unimodal and multimodal functions including, Sphere, Rastrigin, Griewank and Rosenbrock are defined in table I [12] [13] [14] . II, table III and table IV . The inertia weight is considered as a random variable with values between 0.4 and 0.9. A comparison of the proposed algorithm, as CPSOL, with other versions of PSO, standard PSO as SPSO [16] , Fuzzy PSO as FPSO [17] , Linear PSO as LPSO [18] and Robust PSO as RPSO [19] is reported. 
B. Dynamic Environments
In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm in dynamic environments, several experiments performed on two famous dynamic environments as moving parabolic function and moving peaks benchmarks.
B.1. Experiments on moving parabolic function
In the first experiment, order to evaluate the proposed method in dynamic environment, dynamic moving parabolic function generator, developed by Angeline [20] is employed, which is illustrated in figure 3 . A moving parabolic benchmark changes by k using the following equation in this dynamic environment,:
,,    f x y z x y z (6) Where, according to the movements one may consider the equation:
The movements are linear, circular or
Gaussian with a magnitude of  and frequency of f satisfying the following equations.
Where t in equation (9) denotes the cumulative number of changes in the function.
Different types of changes are used in the experiments with d=30, f=200, 1000 and =0.01, 0.1. The dynamic moving parabolic is applied to Sphere function in the interval [-50, 50] .
In order to compare the proposed method with other algorithms, the offline error (OE), provided by the equation (12) is used [15] .
Where, f is the fitness function, T represents the maximum number of iterations and pBest(t) is the best known global solution found by the algorithm in iteration t. In this experiment, the proposed algorithm as CPSOL is compared with RPSO [21] , mQSO 10(5+1 q ) [22] , AmQSO [23] and CPSO [11] by offline error. For each one of the three different movements the results of OE are provided in Table VI , VII, and VIII. The proposed method is superior to original Cellular PSO for all three types of movements while RPSO has the best performance among all the existing algorithms and provides more satisfying results. Generally, the proposed algorithm demonstrates acceptable performance in comparison with the original PSO.
B.2. Experiments on moving peaks benchmark
In the second experiment, In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm in dynamic environments, several experiments are performed on Moving Peaks Benchmark (MPB). In the MPB, there are some peaks in a multi-dimensional space, where the height, width, and position of each peak alter when the environment changes. Unless stated otherwise, the parameters of MPB are set to the values listed in table 1 [4, 11] . For the proposed method the inertia weight is considered as a random variable between 0.4 and 0.9. The acceleration coefficient is set to 1.496180, the number of particles is 40; the type of neighborhood structure is Moore and the size of partition is 5.
In these experiments, proposed algorithm so called multi swarm cellular PSO based on local search as CPSOCL is compared with Hibernating Multi Swarm Optimization as (HmSO) [24] , Learning Automata based Immune Algorithm as (LAIA) [5] , Cellular Differential Evolution as (CDE) [4] , Cellular Particle Swarm Optimization as (CPSO) [11] , by offline error. For each experiment, the average offline error and standard deviation of 30 time-independent runs is addressed. The results of several dynamics are also listed in the table X, to XIII. According to the results of the table X to XIII, the proposed algorithm is relatively advantageous over alternative algorithms.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an extension of cellular PSO algorithm augmented by clustering and local search in cellular environment is proposed. The inspiration for this research was to perform a more precise search without increasing the number of partitions. This is obtained by defining and using groups in each cell. The simulation results on both static and dynamic environments reveal an improvement as compared with its original version.
